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With the worldwide green revolution, especially “pollution prevention and

control” as one major strategy, environmental issues have received more

and more attention. Environmental regulations, as an institutional norm,

directly or indirectly regulate corporate behavior. Therefore, it is significant

to examine the relationship between corporate performance and

environmental regulations. In this paper, we conduct an empirical study on

the relationships among environmental regulations, R&D intensity, and

enterprise profit rate. Our data are from the 395 A-share companies in

heavy pollution industries listed on the Shanghai and Shenzhen Stock

Exchanges in China from 2008 to 2017. Our methodologies include

Ordinary Least Squares mixed regression, quantile regression, and

Generalized Method of Moments estimation. Our main research findings

include the following. First, environmental regulation and R&D intensity both

have a positive impact on corporate profit rate at the 1% significance level.

Second, there are “threshold” effects on the promotion of corporate profit rate

by environmental regulations and R&D intensity. Third, the product of

environmental regulation and R&D intensity has a positive impact on

corporate profit margin at the 1% significance level. Fourth, the impacts of

environmental regulations and R&D intensity on corporate profit rate vary at

different quantiles. Finally, R&D intensity is a partial mediation variable in the

relationship between environmental regulations and enterprise profit rate. In

terms of policy insights, our results suggest that the government formulate

appropriate environmental regulations and enhance the support for enterprise

R&D to stimulate technological innovation in the heavy pollution industries.
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1 Introduction

It is difficult to argue against the fact that global

environmental pollution is closely related to the increasing

level of worldwide industrialization. With the green

revolution, the conflicts between environmental protection

and economic development have been widely highlighted in

the sustainable development of many countries (Albrizio

et al., 2017). To solve these conflicts, environmental

regulations are needed to provide appropriate policy tools. For

example, in China, the rapid growth over the past 40 years has

resulted in high environmental costs (Brolund and Lundmark,

2017; Awan et al., 2021). More specifically, resources have been

overexploited with a low utilization rate, leading to ecological

degradation and environmental pollution. Manufacturing

practices that use high energy consumption, high pollution,

and low efficiency have been detrimental to the sustainable

development of developing countries. Hence, it is important

to shift towards high-quality economic development.

However, since environmental resources are public goods,

governments need to formulate relevant environmental

regulations and policies to restrain enterprise behaviors related

to high pollution rates (Berman and Bui, 2001).

In the literature, firstly, scholars mainly focus on the impact

of environmental regulation on total factor productivity, and

there are relatively few studies on the relationship between

environmental regulation and profit rate. However, the profit

rate is the most concerning indicator of enterprises. If

environmental regulation can improve profit margins, that

will attract more companies to take the initiative to adopt

environmentally friendly behaviors or increase technological

innovation by increasing R&D intensity, reducing

environmental pollution, or reducing the cost of

environmental pollution treatment. Secondly, the literature

mainly studies the impact of environmental regulation on

R&D investment, R&D investment, operating performance,

and profit margin of industry and manufacturing enterprises.

Research on industry heterogeneity still needs to be strengthened.

Different industries have different levels of pollution emissions,

pollution treatment technologies, etc. As the key objective of

environmental regulation, the heavily polluting sector deserves

more research attention.

Despite years of research, researchers still have different

views on the following three questions: 1) Can environmental

regulations bring environmental benefits, stimulate technology

innovation, and improve profitability? 2) Whether the

enforcement costs of environmental regulations can be

compensated? 3) Whether enterprise profits can be improved

because of environmental regulations?

To help address these questions, this paper mainly conducts

research from the following aspects: First, taking listed

companies in China’s heavily polluting industries as an

example, research the relationship between environmental

regulation, R&D intensity, and corporate profit margins, and

explore how heavily polluting industries can increase corporate

profit margins under environmental regulations. The second is to

further study the relationship between environmental regulation,

R&D intensity, and corporate profit margins. Whether

environmental regulation is conducive to improving corporate

profit margins and through what path, this paper believes that

environmental regulation, as a policy constraint behavior,

stimulates companies to improve their profitability. R & D

activities can help increase output, reduce the cost of

pollution control and eventually improve corporate profit

margins.

In this research, we focus on enterprises in the heavy

pollution industries because they are the ones most impacted

by environmental regulations. Collecting data from the listed

companies in the heavy pollution industries, we analyze the

direct impacts of environmental regulations on firm profit.

We then analyze the indirect effects of environmental

regulations on firm profit via R&D intensity and further

assess the interdependence among these variables.

By formulating relevant policies and measures,

environmental regulations directly or indirectly regulate

environmental pollution generated by enterprises’ economic

activities. It is a type of social, institutional norm which aims

to adapt external behavior caused by environmental pollution so

as to achieve the dual goals of environmental protection and

economic development. Theoretically, as environmental

regulations internalize external environmental costs,

enterprises’ operating costs will increase. On the other hand,

enterprises are guided to start technical innovation, adopt

advanced equipment and processes, reduce environmental

pollution, and enhance the capacity of pollution governance.

Therefore, environmental regulations will generate

environmental obedience costs and violation costs, thus

inevitably increasing short-run costs, leading to low enterprise

performance. However, in the long run, these costs incentivize

enterprises to adopt advanced equipment and environmentally

friendly measures for emission reduction and pollution control.

Moreover, in an effort to decrease costs, enterprises will improve

R&D intensity and strengthen technical innovation. In this

paper, we contribute by testing the relationships among

environmental regulations, R&D intensity, and enterprise

profit ratio. In particular, we show whether environmental

regulations affect enterprise profit rates through R&D

intensity. Our second contribution is to provide managerial

and policy insights when the government devises effective

environmental regulations to incentivize firms to pursue R&D

and innovation, especially those in the heavy pollution industries.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2

presents a literature review, summarizing existing research on

the relationships among environmental regulations, R&D

intensity, and business profit ratio, and provides theoretical

analysis. Section 3 details the variables, models, and data
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sources. Section 4 presents our main empirical results. Finally,

Section 5 provides explanations of the empirical results and the

associated policy insights, as well as possible future research

directions.

2 Literature review and theoretical
analysis

Will environmental regulations increase R&D input and

enhance productivity and business profit for firms? Most

academic research focuses on the “Porter Hypothesis,” but the

conclusions are without consensus. Porter (1991) proposed the

“Porter Hypothesis,” stating that proper implementation of

environmental regulations will stimulate enterprises to

increase technical input, enhance enterprise production

efficiency and product quality, and ultimately reduce

enterprise production costs (Dai et al., 2015). Hence,

“innovative compensation” can entirely or partially offset

“compliance cost,” enhance operation revenues and business

performance, and reach a “win-win” result between

environmental protection and competitiveness. Jaffe and

Palmer (1997) divided the “Porter Hypothesis” into the

“narrow Porter Hypothesis,” “weak Porter Hypothesis,” and

“strong Porter Hypothesis”. “Narrow Porter Hypothesis”

believes only suitable environmental regulations provide

incentives for technical innovation in enterprises. Although

environmental regulations can stimulate technical revolution

to some extent, it is still uncertain whether the payoffs from

technical innovation are big enough to offset the cost of

environmental regulation compliance (Shen and Liu, 2012;

Guo and Zhang, 2014). The “Strong Porter Hypothesis” states

that environmental regulations can encourage enterprises to

enhance production efficiency to some extent, offset

environmental regulations compliance cost, improve

competitiveness, stimulate R&D input, enhance total factor

productivity, and significantly enhance enterprise production

efficiency.

From static and dynamic perspectives, mainstream research

focuses on the relationships among environmental regulations,

technical innovation, R&D input, and productivity. From a

dynamic perspective, appropriate environmental regulations

improve not only environmental performance but also the

technical innovation of enterprises so as to simultaneously

achieve environmental and economic benefits. Also, by

providing directions on technical innovation, environmental

regulations increase green productivity and total factor

productivity. Zhao and Gu (2015) analyzed the relationship

among environmental regulations, technical innovation, and

the total factor productivity and their findings show that

environmental regulations enhance technical innovation,

whereas R&D caused by non-environmental regulations can

cause a greater impact on total productivity. Xie et al. (2016)

utilized data from the heavy industry and demonstrated that

environmental regulations promote R&D input. Moreover,

technical innovation and environmental regulations play

important roles in enterprise transformation. Peuckert (2014)

studied the relationship between environmental regulations and

enterprise competitiveness from short-run and long-run

perspectives and found that in the short run, environmental

regulations are not beneficial to enterprise competitiveness, but

in the long run, they are. Yuan and Xie (2016) studied the

relationship between the modes of environmental regulations

and industrial green productivity, showing that the type and

strength of environmental regulations together determine their

impacts on productivity. Li et al. (2019) argued that a reasonable

level of governmental environmental regulations could

effectively improve the overall green production level.

Considering the impacts of technical learning factors,

enterprises are encouraged to enhance green production input

to pursue long-run profit maximization.

From a static perspective, according to the traditional neo-

classical theory, in the short run, implementing environmental

regulations will inevitably generate extra costs and expenses by

internalizing external environmental costs of enterprises. This

can increase the enterprise cost and squeeze scientific research

input, which impedes technical innovation and green

productivity. Palmer et al. (1995) also questioned the “Porter

Hypothesis” and showed that the “expensive supervision

hypothesis” exists because the expenses of environmental

supervision outweigh the earnings brought by stricter

environmental regulations. Given that technical conditions,

resource allocation, and consumption demands are fixed,

environmental regulations can increase enterprise production

costs. This can hurt production and weaken enterprise

competitiveness. Ke and Lu (2011) argued that the promotion

role of environmental regulations on technical innovation is

insignificant. Moreover, they can restrain the increase of the

short-run total factor productivity. Li et al. (2011) utilized data

from China during 1978–2008 to study the agricultural total

factor productivity growth under environmental regulations.

Their findings reveal that environmental regulations restrain

the increase of total factor productivity. Liu and Zheng (2013)

studied the impacts of R&D caused by environmental regulations

on total factor productivity and concluded that the stronger the

environmental regulations, the higher the R&D expenditure of

the industry will be. However, R&D induced by environmental

regulations has no significant positive impact on total factor

productivity. Similarly, although environmental regulations in

the pollution-intensive industry increase R&D expenditure, they

do not have significantly positive impacts on total factor

productivity. A possible reason is that the R&D induced by

environmental regulations accounts for a relatively low ratio

and low efficiency in R&D expenditure.

In fact, there have been inconsistent results on whether the

compliance cost of environmental regulations is compensated
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and whether enterprise profit or performance can be enhanced.

Some scholars believe that environmental regulations’

compliance costs can be compensated, and they are beneficial

to enterprise operating profit or performance. However, other

scholars insist that the compliance cost of environmental

regulations can’t be compensated sufficiently. Berman and Bui

(2001) used data of the American petroleum smelting industry

from 1982–1992 and found that total factor productivity of

enterprises affected by environmental regulations can be

enhanced significantly. That is, environmental regulations

improve the financial performance of heavily polluting

enterprises. These regulations can help enterprises identify

opportunities for innovation and thus improve the business

profit ratio. Jorgenson and Wilcoxen (1990) employed data

from each industry in the United States from 1973 to

1985 and they empirically show that environmental

regulations in chemical engineering, petroleum, ferrous metal,

pulp, and papermaking industry result in slight reduction of

business performance. Lanoie et al. (2008) also indicated that by

technical innovation, environmental regulations cause an

indirect positive effect on performance but a direct negative

effect on business performance. Nevertheless, the combined total

effect is negative, showing that the environmental regulations

compliance cost can’t be sufficiently compensated, which

impedes enterprise performance. Albrizio et al. (2017) argued

that whether environmental regulations improve productivity is

affected by the different growth ratios of industries. Strict

environmental regulations increase the productivity growth for

only enterprises which are ranked in the top 20% of the

productivity list. Brolund and Lundmark (2017) studied the

relationship of environmental regulations with productivity

development and technical revolution in Europe’s pulp-

making and paper-making industries. They show that

regulation of nitric oxide has a 1-year hysteresis relation with

productivity improvement, while regulations on sulfur dioxide

and carbon dioxide have no statistically significant impacts. Kong

and Zhang (2018) showed that more intensive environmental

regulations lead to extra enterprise operating cost and lower the

business profit ratio. There has been other research relating the

potential benefits from environmental regulations with

enterprise sizes and industrial types. For example, Long and

Wan (2017) indicated that whether environmental regulations

improve the business profit ratio can be affected by “compliance

cost heterogeneity”. Environmental regulations can increase the

profit ratio of large-scale enterprises with lower compliance cost

but reduce the profit ratio of small-scale enterprises with higher

compliance cost. Liu et al. (2019) inspected the impacts of

environmental regulations on the R&D overflow effect,

showing that China’s environmental regulation level is

presently in an inverse N relationship with the international

R&D overflow. Moreover, provinces with weaker environmental

regulations restrain the international technical overflow.

However, with the reinforcement of environmental

regulations, international R&D overflow level rises. Besides,

the application of different environmental regulations will

affect the inverse N relationship between environmental

regulations and international R&D overflow effect. Based on

enterprise bargaining power and the data from heavy industries,

Li and Chen (2019) studied the impacts of environmental

regulations on enterprises’ green total factor productivity.

Their results indicate that environmental regulations will

cause negative impacts on enterprises’ green total factor

productivity in the short run. In the long run, implementing

environmental regulations helps achieve the win-win goals of

improving enterprise competitiveness and protecting the

environment.

In summary, there has been research focusing on the

relationships among environmental regulations, R&D

intensity, and enterprise productivity. Supporters and

opponents of the “Porter Hypothesis” have conducted case

and empirical studies. However, there are still research gaps.

Firstly, researchers concentrate on the impacts of environmental

regulations on total factor productivity, but seldom discuss the

relationship between environmental regulations and profit ratio.

In fact, the profit ratio is a top concern for enterprises. If

environmental regulations can enhance the business profit

ratio, it can be argued that more enterprises will actively

enhance R&D intensity, improve technical innovation, reduce

environmental pollution, or decrease environmental pollution

governance cost. Secondly, there have been many more studies

on the impacts of environmental regulations on R&D

investment, business performance and profit ratio, but less on

industrial heterogeneity. As argued before, different industries

have differences in the degrees of polluting effects and pollution

treatment technologies. In particular, the heavy pollution

industries, as the key targets of environmental regulations,

should be studied more. Thirdly, it is well recognized that the

increase in business profit ratio under environmental regulations

is due to R&D investment. However, it is typically ignored that

environmental regulations can guide enterprises to pursue

environmentally friendly behavior to decrease the external

environmental cost and eventually improve the business profit

ratio. Therefore, we can conclude that the “Porter Hypothesis” is

applicable to China’s pollution-intensive manufacturing

industry.

In this paper, we make the following contributions. First, we

focus on the relationships among environmental regulations,

R&D intensity, and business profit ratio in the heavy pollution

industries, which are affected the most by environmental

regulations. They are also critical to achieving environmental

protection. Second, we seek to investigate reasons why

environmental regulations raise the business profit ratio. It

may be because enterprises improve R&D intensity to

undergo technical innovation and reduce the cost of pollution

control. It may also be due to the improved technology and

output. Moreover, environmental regulations themselves belong
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to policy-restraint behavior and may guide enterprises to select

environmentally friendly behavior. Our research seeks to shed

light on these arguments in the heavy pollution industries.

3 Variables, models, and data source

3.1 Variables and models

In our research, the dependent variable is profit rate (PR),

which is measured by the business revenue and net profit (the

ratio of net profit to business revenue). The main independent

variables are environment index (EI) and R&D intensity (RD).

The control variables are enterprise size (SIZE), capital structure

(LEV), organizational redundancy (OR), the scale of the board of

directors (BOD), the scale of the board of supervisors (BOS) and

equity concentration (EC). The definition of variables is as

follows.

R&D intensity (RD) is measured as the proportion of

enterprise R&D expenses to the total enterprise business

revenue. Enterprise size (SIZE) is expressed as the natural

logarithm of total enterprise assets. Capital structure (LEV) is

calculated as the asset to liability ratio. Organizational

redundancy (OR) is obtained by the sum of sales expenses,

finance expense and management expenses divided by

business revenue. The scale of the board (BOD) of directors is

expressed as the natural logarithm of the total number of

directors. The scale of the board of supervisors (BOS) is

expressed as the natural logarithm of the total number of

supervisors. Equity concentration (EC) is defined as the

proportion of the shares owned by the largest shareholder.

In this study, the Chinese environment index (EI) is established

based on the comprehensive environmental pollution emission

index mentioned in related literature. First of all, it compares the

emission intensity of different pollutants in different regions with the

whole country’s pollutant emission situation and then the relative

level of pollutant emission intensity through the weighted average

method is determined. Lastly, the reciprocal of the pollutant

emission intensity of the region where listed companies are

located becomes the environment index. The main pollutants

that shall be investigated are the amount of industrial wastewater

emission, the amount of industrial SO2 emission, the amount of

industrial smoke (powder) and dust emission. The environment

index is defined as following:

EIit � 1
Eit

(1)

In (Eq. 1), EIit means the environment index in region i

during period t. The higher the index is, the stricter the

environment standard of the region is. Eit means the

comprehensive pollutant emission index in region i during

period t. The higher the index is, the looser the environmental

control of the region is.

Eit � 1
3
∑3

k�1Ek,it � 1
3
∑3

k�1
EAk,it

ECk,t
� 1
3
∑3

k�1

eak,it
vait
eck,t
vct

(2)

In (Eq. 2), Ek,it means the relative emission intensity of

pollutant k in region i during period t while compared with

that of the whole country. EAk,it means the emission intensity of

pollutant k in region i during period t. ECk,t means the emission

intensity of pollutant k in the whole country during period t. The

eak,it and eck,t respectively mean the emission amount of

pollutant k in region i during period t and the emission

amount of pollutant k in the whole country during period t.

The vait and vct separately mean the gross industrial output value

in region i during period t and the gross industrial output value of

the whole country during period t.

3.2 Model construction

In order to verify the internal relationships among

environment index, R&D intensity, and enterprise profit, we

next construct models for empirical testing. Based on our

literature review and theoretical analysis, the following model

is constructed to verify the influence of environment index on

enterprise profit:

PR � α0 + α1EI + αx ∑CONTRONLS + ε (3)

In (Eq. 3), α0 means intercept term; α1 is the coefficient of

environment index (EI); αx is the coefficient of control variable;

∑CONTRONLS represents all major control variables and ε is

the stochastic disturbance term. Next, we construct the following

model to verify the influence of R&D intensity on firm profit:

PR � β0 + β1RD + βx ∑CONTRONLS + μ (4)

In (Eq. 4), β0 means intercept term; β1 means the coefficient

of R&D intensity (RD); βx is the coefficient of control variable; μ

is a stochastic disturbance term. Finally, in order to verify the

promotion of environmental index on the relationship between

R&D intensity and firm profit, we construct the following model:

PR � γ0 + γ1RD + γ2EIpRD + γx ∑CONTRONLS + φ (5)

In (Eq. 5), γ0 represents the intercept term; γ1 means the

coefficient of R&D intensity (RD); γ2 the coefficient of the

interaction term of environment index and R&D intensity; γx is

the coefficient of control variable;φ is the stochastic disturbance term.

3.3 Data source

In accordance with the Guidelines on Environmental

Information Disclosure of Listed Companies disclosed by

Shanghai Stock Exchange in 2008 and the Guide to

Environmental Information Disclosure of Listed Companies
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disclosed by the Environment Protection Administration in

2010, the A-share listed companies in the heavy pollution

industries that were listed on the Shanghai Stock Exchange

and Shenzhen Stock Exchange from 2008 to 2017 are selected

as the study samples. The samples are selected by the following

methods: 1) Exclude ST, SST*, PT sample companies; 2) Exclude

the companies whose research data is not complete or is missing,

3) Exclude the companies whose other variable information is

missing. After this screening for data availability, 3,950 samples

meeting all requirements were selected. All the finance data, firm

management data and shareholder data of the listed companies

mentioned are from CSMAR of GTAFE. All the R&D expenses

data of the listed companies is from the Wind database. The data

required for the environment index is mainly from China

Statistical Yearbook, China Statistical Yearbook on

Environment and China Statistical Yearbook on Industry and

Economy. In order to eliminate the impact of price factor,

deflation is conducted on other related indexes based on the

Producer Price Index of 2008. The data processing is all

completed in STATA version 15.1 and Microsoft Excel.

In addition, this article used the software Stata 16.0. The Stata

commands used include winsor, sum, reg, sqreg, threshold,

sgmediation, and ivreg2, which are used to conduct

preliminary experiments and model estimation.

4 Empirical analysis

4.1 Descriptive statistics and analysis

The descriptive statistics of relevant variables are

summarized in Table 1 below. Moreover, Tables 2, 3 show the

Pearson correlation matrix and the variance inflation factor

(VIF) test for these variables.

In order to eliminate the influence of extreme values, the

Winsorize treatment is conducted on some continuous variables

with extreme values. It can be seen from Table 1 that the net profit

and business revenue ratio of the Chinese companies listed in the

heavy pollution industry is on average only 9.11%. The maximum

value is 50.66% and theminimum value is −29.71%. This shows that

net profit to operating income ratio of the companies in the heavy

pollution industry differs greatly. The average environment index of

all regions is larger than 1, which means the environment index is

strict. The maximum value is 5.4601 and the minimum value is

0.3390 with standard deviation of 1.1535. This proves that the

environment index of different regions varies greatly. The

average R&D expense accounts for 2.73% of the business

revenue, which means that the R&D degree is relatively low. In

the aspects of control variables, the maximum natural logarithm of

total assets is 25.9998 and the minimum natural logarithm of total

assets is 9.6937. The standard deviation is 1.2267, which proves that

the natural logarithm of total assets is greatly different. The

minimum value of debt to asset rate is 2.20% and the maximum

value is 88.64%, which is greatly different. The mean value of

organizational redundancy is 18.24%, which means that the

companies selected for this study have high organizational

redundancy. The mean proportion value of the shares owned by

the largest shareholder is 36.38%, which suggests that the companies

selected to represent the heavy pollution industry have a high equity

concentration.

In addition, we useOLSmixed regression to conduct an empirical

study on the relationship between environmental regulation, R&D

intensity and corporate profitability. Pearson correlation matrix and

Variance inflation factor (VIF) test are as follows:

It can be seen from the Pearson correlation matrix and

Variance inflation factor (VIF) test that the VIF value of each

variable are less than 2, indicating no multicollinearity problem

among the variables.

4.2 Regression analysis

The regression analysis is conducted under the precondition

that the endogenous relationship is not taken into consideration.

TABLE 1 Descriptive statistics of the variables.

Variables Obs. Mean Maximum value Minimum value Standard deviation

PR 3950 0.0911 0.5066 −0.2971 0.1126

EI 3950 1.8032 5.4601 0.3390 1.1535

RD 3950 0.0273 0.1152 0.0002 0.0217

SIZE 3950 21.8953 25.9998 19.6937 1.2267

LEV 3950 0.3801 0.8864 0.0220 0.2136

OR 3950 0.1824 0.6390 0.0259 0.1298

BOD 3950 2.1732 2.7081 1.6094 0.1940

BOS 3950 1.2670 2.0794 1.0986 0.2716

EC 3950 0.3638 0.7482 0.0923 0.1535

Data sources: CSMAR of GTAFE, China statistical yearbook, China statistical yearbook on environment and China statistical yearbook on industry and economy.
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OLS mixed regression analysis is performed on the three models

to verify the influence of the environment index and R&D

intensity on enterprise profit rate and to check whether the

environment index can improve the impact of R&D intensity

on enterprise profit rate. The regression results are provided in

Table 4.

Model (1) is mainly established to verify the influence of the

environment index on enterprise profit rate. The regression

results suggest that the regression coefficient of environment

index on enterprise profit rate is 0.0082 and the t-value is 6.05.

Thus, at the 1% significance level, the environment index has

positive influence on enterprise profit rate. It means that the

higher the environment index in the place where the listed firm is

located, the higher the enterprise profit rate is. The second model

(2) is mainly used to analyze the influence of R&D intensity on

enterprise profit rate. Based on the regression results, the

regression coefficient of R&D intensity on enterprise profit

rate is 0.7553, and the t-value is 9.86. At the 1% significance

level, R&D intensity has positive influence on enterprise profit

rate. In accordance with the regression results obtained from

model (3), it can be found that the coefficient of the product term

of environment index and R&D intensity is 0.1661 and the

t-value is 6.87. At the 1% significance level, the product term

of environment index and R&D intensity has a positive influence

on enterprise profit rate. The results show that the environment

index can improve the positive influence of R&D intensity on

enterprise profit rate. The regression coefficient of R&D intensity

on enterprise profit rate is 0.7553, which is higher than the

coefficient of R&D intensity on environmental regulations

(0.0082). This means that the direct effect of environmental

regulations on profit rate needs to be strengthened further.

The improvement of enterprise profit rate is mainly due to

R&D and its resulted innovation. However, the coefficient of

the product term between environmental regulations and R&D

intensity is 0.1661. This indicates that strict environment index

can prompt the firm to carry out technology innovation,

strengthen R&D, to improve the firm’s production efficiency

and product quality to some degree in order to reduce a firm’s

cost and improve the overall enterprise profit rate.

Among all the control variables, the firm size and

organizational redundancy have a positive influence on profit

rate, which proves that the Chinese heavy pollution industry has

moderate scale effect. Moreover, organizational redundancy can

improve the enterprise’s profit rate to a certain extent. In

addition, the firm’s asset to liability ratio has obvious negative

influence on the enterprise profit rate. The scale of the board of

directors and the equity concentration exhibits positive effects in

model (2) and model (3). However, the scale of the board of

supervisors exhibits insignificant and positive effects in the three

models.

Our results above show that environmental regulations on

the one hand can incentivize firms in heavy-pollution industries

to engage in environmental protection and reduce the penalty

from potential pollution. This can reduce operating cost and

improve profitability. This is consistent with Mele and

Magazzino (2020) which finds that firms in the steel industry

improve their technology and management to minimize the

pollution cost and penalty due to their steel production. On

the other hand, environmental regulations can positively

improve R&D intensity and, the resulted technology

innovation can improve profitability. Therefore,

TABLE 2 Pearson correlation matrix.

PR EI RD SIZE LEV OR BOD BOS EC

PR 1

EI 0.1584 1

RD 0.3176 0.1458 1

SIZE −0.2128 0.0228 −0.2534 1

LEV −0.5877 −0.1385 −0.3505 0.5054 1

OR 0.3197 0.0362 0.3458 −0.18 −0.232 1

BOD 0.0209 0.0266 0.0354 −0.0022 −0.0682 0.0095 1

BOS −0.1797 −0.1591 −0.1871 0.295 0.2883 −0.1174 −0.0797 1

EC −0.0308 0.0199 −0.1587 0.1685 0.0577 −0.1989 0.0326 0.0615 1

TABLE 3 Variance inflation factor (VIF) test.

Variable VIF 1/VIF

SIZE 1.59 0.627985

LEV 1.47 0.678747

RD 1.47 0.680715

OR 1.36 0.735141

BOS 1.17 0.855826

EI 1.1 0.907566

EC 1.09 0.916434

BOD 1.03 0.967086

Mean VIF 1.29
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environmental regulations can improve environmental

performance and improve innovation and productivity. In

particular, the external cost of environmental pollution can be

reduced through R&D and technology innovation. This differs

from fixed cost such as social insurance cost which will burden

firms. Hence, the “Porter Hypothesis” has been further verified

based on the listed companies in China’s heavily polluting

industries.

In Table 4, model (1) and model (2) examine the impact of

environmental regulation and R&D intensity on corporate profit

rate, respectively. Both impacts are positive on the corporate

profit rate at the significance level of 1%. Since OLS assumes the

same marginal output efficiency for all enterprises’ profit rates, it

is impossible to describe the specific impact on enterprises’ profit

rates accurately. As a result, the following quantile regression is

employed to further analyze the impact of environmental

regulation and R&D intensity on corporate profit rate. The

ensuing regression results are shown in Table 5.

As shown in Table 5, under different quantiles,

pronounced differences exist in the impacts of

environmental regulations on enterprise profit rate. At

0.1 quantiles, the impact is insignificant, probably due to

an apparent constraint of environmental regulations on

enterprises with low profit rates. However, at 0.9 quantiles,

the impact surges to the largest value, far higher than other

quartiles. The reason is that environmental regulations will be

more likely to stimulate enterprises with high profit rates by

increasing R&D intensity and undergoing technological

innovation. This can help them achieve pollution control

cost reduction and output increase at the same time, and

eventually improve the profit rates.

Nevertheless, the impacts of R&D intensity on enterprise

profit rate also vary at different quantiles. The impact at

0.1 quantile is greater than that between 0.2 and 0.5 quantile.

This is mainly because R&D intensity in enterprises with lower

profit rates has a higher marginal effect on profit growth. The

largest impact occurs at 0.9 quantile, probably because the profit

growth of enterprises with higher profit rates is mainly supported

by technological innovation.

The estimation results from quantile regression show that the

effect of environmental regulations and R&D intensity on

profitability differs at different quantiles. Depending on the

profit rate, the relationship can be nonlinear. In order to

better answer the question, we establish the following

threshold model with enterprise profit rate as the threshold

variable:

PR � α0 + α1EI RD( ) PR≤ γ1( ) + α2EI RD( ) γ1 <PR≤ γ2( )

+ α2EI RD( ) γ2 <PR( ) + β∑CONTRONLS + ε (6)

where γi is the threshold value, γ1 < γ2, and other variables are

consistent with the model described above. The triple threshold

test examines whether there is a threshold at which point the

effects are different. As for the impacts of environmental

regulation and R&D intensity on enterprise profit rate, the

F-statistic values are 730.0830 and 334.2637, respectively, with

p-values approaching 0 for both. Therefore, it can be concluded

that a triple threshold exists. The threshold values are −0.0362,

0.1057, 0.2565, and −0.0332, 0.1205, 0.2506, respectively. The

threshold model estimation results are shown in Table 6 below.

Table 6 shows that if the enterprise profit rate is taken as a

threshold variable, only when it crosses a certain “threshold” can

TABLE 4 Results of OLS mixed regression.

Variables Model (1) PR Model (2) PR Model (3) PR

Coefficient t value Coefficient t value Coefficient t value

EI 0.0082*** 6.05

RD 0.7553*** 9.86 0.3450*** 3.57

EI*RD 0.1661*** 6.87

SIZE 0.0156*** 10.01 0.0181*** 12.09 0.0172*** 11.48

LEV −0.3052*** −35.79 −0.2956*** −34.60 −0.2933*** −34.5

OR 0.0942*** 7.90 0.0633*** 5.13 0.0607*** 4.94

BOD 0.0130 1.55 0.0144* 1.73 0.0173** 2.07

BOS 0.0040 0.64 0.0033 0.54 0.0044 0.72

EC 0.0094 0.92 0.0216** 2.14 0.0173* 1.71

_cons −0.2031*** −6.23 −0.2692*** −8.30 −0.2527*** −7.82

R-squared 0.3093 0.3197 0.3277

Adj R-squared 0.3081 0.3185 0.3264

P 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

Data source: regression results from STATA15.1.

Note: *, **, and *** represent the significance level of 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively.
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it be significantly promoted by environmental regulations. When

the profit rate is at a low level (PR ≤ −0.0362 and −0.0362 < PR ≤
0.1057), it is negatively correlated with environmental

regulations. When it is at 0.1057 < PR ≤ 0.2565 and 0.2565 <
PR, the impact of environmental regulations is significantly

positive at 1% level of significance. Meanwhile, the coefficient

in the fourth range is more significant than that in the third

range. This indicates there is a “threshold” effect on the

promotion of the enterprise profit rate by environmental

regulations. On the one hand, the higher the enterprise profit

rate, the more beneficial environmental regulations are for the

enterprise profit rate. On the other hand, an enterprise with a low

or negative profit rate, with its ensuing capital shortage, can fall

into a vicious cycle. With binding environmental regulations, it is

difficult for the enterprise to carry out technological innovation

and production development after using limited capital to

control enterprise pollution. Overall, we see that when the

profit rate exceeds a certain threshold, environmental

regulation can play a significant role in promoting higher

profit rates.

A similar scenario occurs when we examine how R&D

intensity influences enterprise profit rate. After a certain

“threshold” is crossed, R&D intensity significantly promotes

corporate profit rate. Specifically, when the profit rate is at a

low level (PR ≤ −0.0332 and −0.0332 < PR ≤ 0.1205), R&D

intensity negatively correlates with the enterprise profit rate.

When it is at 0.1205 < PR ≤ 0.2506 and 0.2506 < PR, the

impact of R&D intensity on enterprise profit rate is

TABLE 5 Results of quantile regression.

Quantile Explanatory variable: EI Explanatory variable: RD

Coefficient Standard error t value Coefficient Standard error t value

0.1 0.0031 0.0026 1.20 0.5164*** 0.1180 4.38

0.2 0.0041*** 0.0013 3.12 0.3983*** 0.1087 3.66

0.3 0.0051*** 0.0012 4.30 0.4381*** 0.0663 6.61

0.4 0.0051*** 0.0009 5.94 0.4546*** 0.0660 6.88

0.5 0.0053*** 0.0009 6.05 0.4845*** 0.0657 7.38

0.6 0.0051*** 0.0011 4.52 0.6024*** 0.0698 8.63

0.7 0.0062*** 0.0020 3.05 0.7658*** 0.0955 8.02

0.8 0.0091*** 0.0022 4.12 0.8967*** 0.0922 9.72

0.9 0.0221*** 0.0058 3.78 1.3858*** 0.2101 6.60

Note: *, **, and *** represent the significance level of 10%, 5% and 1%, respectively.

TABLE 6 Results of threshold regression.

Explanatory variable: EI Explanatory variable: RD

Threshold value Coefficient t value Threshold value Coefficient t value

PR ≤ −0.0362 −0.0833*** −10.70 PR ≤ −0.0332 −4.2147*** −16.73

−0.0362 < PR ≤ 0.1057 −0.0172*** 3.77 −0.0332 < PR ≤ 0.1205 −0.6631*** −5.70

0.1057 < PR ≤ 0.2565 0.0170*** 3.84 0.1205 < PR ≤ 0.2506 0.9484*** 8.09

0.2565 < PR 0.0833*** 13.27 0.2506 < PR 3.1593*** 15.17

Control variable Yes Control variable Yes

Note: *, **, and *** represent the significance level of 10%, 5% and 1%, respectively. Bootstrap 500 times.

TABLE 7 Mediation test and estimated results.

Variable PR model (7) RD model (8) PR model (9)

EI 0.0082*** 0.0017*** 0.0070***

(6.05) (6.11) (5.18)

RD 0.7168***

(9.35)

Control variable Yes Yes Yes

Note: *, **, and *** represent the significance level of 10%, 5% and 1%, respectively. T

values in brackets.
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significantly positive at 1% level. At the same time, the coefficient

in the third range is significantly smaller than that in the fourth

range. This indicates there is a “threshold” effect on the R&D

intensity’s promotional effect on enterprise profit rate. To be

specific, the higher the enterprise profit rate is, the more

conducive improvement of the R&D intensity on profit rate.

Furthermore, when the profit rate exceeds a certain threshold,

R&D intensity, just like environmental regulation, also acts

significantly in improving profit rate. This also indicates that

the findings in the literature are inconsistent and there is a need

for the use of the threshold model.

In Table 4, model (3) shows the positive impact of the

interaction terms of environmental regulations and R&D

intensity on enterprise profit rate. Regression results reveal

that the product terms of environmental regulations and R&D

intensity have a positive impact on enterprise profit rate at the

significance level of 1%. Thus, another question can be raised:

does R&D intensity have a mediation effect on the impact of

environmental regulation on corporate profit rates? To answer

this question, we build models (7-9) as described below:

PR � α0 + α1EI + α2 ∑CONTRONLS + δ1 (7)
RD � β0 + β1EI + β2 ∑CONTRONLS + δ2 (8)

PR � γ0 + γ1EI + γ2RD + γ3 ∑CONTRONLS + δ3 (9)

Here, PR is corporate profit rate, RD is the R&D intensity (also

the mediating variable), EI is environmental regulations,

∑CONTRONLS is the control variable, α, β, γ are coefficients

to be estimated, and δ is the stochastic error term.

The following steps were followed to test for mediation. First,

we test the total effect of environmental regulation on enterprise

profit rate, that is, to test the significance of the coefficient α1 of

model (7). Second, we test the significance of the coefficient

product (β1*γ2) by successively testing β1 of model (8) and γ2 of

model (9). Third, we test the significance of the coefficient γ1 of

model (9) and the alignment between β1*γ2 and γ1. If the

coefficients α1, β1, γ2 and γ1 are significant at the same time,

the mediating variable has a partial mediation effect between

environmental regulations and corporate profit rate. If the

coefficients α1, β1, γ2 are significant, but not γ1, then there is

a full mediation effect of environmental regulation on corporate

profit rate. Furthermore, if at least one of the coefficients α1, β1 is

not significant, further Sobel test will be needed. If the Z-value

obtained by the Sobel test is significant, the mediation effect is

also significant.

The mediation effect of R&D intensity is shown in Table 7. In

models (7), (8) and (9), α1 is all significantly positive at the 1%

level, indicating that the total effect is significant. β1 is

significantly positive at 1%, indicating that environmental

regulations could promote R&D intensity. γ2 is significantly

positive at 1%, which means that the indirect effect of

environmental regulations on the corporate profit rate is

significant.

As shown in Table 8, we test the significance of the coefficient

product β1*γ2 using the Bootstrap method. Value 0 is not

included in the 95% confidence interval, which supports the

significance of β1*γ2.

γ1 is significantly positive at the 1% level, indicating that the

direct effect of environmental regulation on enterprise profit

rates is significant. Meanwhile, the coefficient product β1*γ2 and

γ1 have the same positive sign. Hence, we can conclude that R&D

intensity is the partial mediation variable in the impacts of

environmental regulations on enterprise profit rates. This is to

say environmental regulations indirectly improve profit rate

through R&D intensity.

Considering that the main independent variables and the

dependent variables may have interactive endogenous

relationship and the missing variables may also cause the

endogenous relationship, we employ the generalized method

of moments (GMM) method as it can solve the

autocorrelation and heteroscedasticity problems in a better

way and can effectively control the endogenous problems

[30–32]. Then the results are compared with those from the

OLSmixed regression. The regression results are listed in Table 9.

The test results obtained byHansen J and Sargan show that the

p-value is always larger than 10%. This confirms that themodel has

no excessive identification problem and the variables included in

the model are effective. The regression results obtained by models

1 to 3 show that the regression coefficient of the environment

index on enterprise profit rate is 0.0252 and the t-value is 8.72. It

means that the environment index significantly and positively

impacts enterprise profit rate at the 1% level. The regression

coefficient of R&D intensity on enterprise profit rate is 1.3714,

and the t-value is 8.82. It means that the R&D intensity

significantly and positively impacts the enterprise profit rate at

the 1% level. The coefficient of the product term of environment

index and R&D intensity is 0.1894 and the t-value is 5.38. It means

that the product term of environment index andR&D intensity has

a positive influence on enterprise profit rate at the 1% significance

level and that the environment index can positively improve the

promotion effect of R&D intensity on enterprise profit rate.

Among all the independent variables, only regression

coefficients are slightly increased. However, the regression

direction and significance degree are the same as those from

the OLS mixed regression. Among all the control variables, the

firm size and organizational redundancy have a significant and

positive influence on the enterprise profit rate, and the debt to asset

rate has a significant and negative influence on the enterprise profit

rate. In addition, the scale of the board of supervisors does not

show a significant positive influence in the three models, which is

the same as the OLS regression result.

In order to verify the robustness of the regression result, the

PR variable is replaced by the profit rate of cost (PC). The PC is

included in the model and then the regression analysis is

conducted on the model through the GMM method. The

regression results are summarized in Table 10.
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Based on the regression results shown in Table 10 and the test

results obtained by Hansen J and Sargan, we can see that the

p-value is always larger than 10%, which proves that the model

has no excessive identification problem and the variables applied

in the model are effective. Meanwhile, the regression coefficient

direction and the significance degree of main independent

TABLE 8 Significance test of coefficient product β1*γ2.

Model Coefficient Bootstrap St. error z value 95% confidence interval

(9) 0.0070 0.0015 4.54 0.0040 0.0100

Note: Bootstrap 500 times.

TABLE 9 Results of GMM regression.

Variables Model (1) PR Model (2) PR Model (3) PR

Coefficient Z value Coefficient z value Coefficient Z value

EI 0.0252*** 8.72

RD 1.3714*** 8.82 0.2317* 1.95

EI*RD 0.1894*** 5.38

SIZE 0.0159*** 7.94 0.0244*** 13.68 0.0228*** 12.83

LEV −0.2883*** −28.28 −0.2835*** −27.76 −0.2967*** −30.78

OR 0.0838*** 6.21 0.0303** 1.99 0.0588*** 4.29

BOD 0.0129 1.33 0.0086 0.91 0.0082 0.88

BOS 0.0114 1.59 0.0064 0.92 0.0063 0.91

EC −0.0229* −1.93 −0.0010 −0.08 −0.0123 −1.07

_cons −0.2486*** −6.32 −0.4137*** −10.64 −0.3500*** −9.28

Hansen J 0.8807 0.7414 0.9698

Sargan 0.6344 0.2820 0.8747

Data source: Regression results from STATA15.1.

Note: *, **, and *** represent the significance level of 10%, 5% and 1%, respectively. The output result of Hansen J and Sargan shall be the p-value of corresponding tests.

TABLE 10 Robustness test of the regression results of GMM.

Variables Model (1) PC Model (2) PC Model (3) PC

Coefficient z value Coefficient z value Coefficient z value

EI 0.0249*** 7.35

RD 1.7106*** 7.36 0.2375* 1.73

EI*RD 0.1751*** 5.21

SIZE 0.0230*** 10.08 0.0305*** 13.99 0.0280*** 13.04

LEV −0.3443*** −30.82 −0.3307*** −28.07 −0.3483*** −32.01

OR 0.1978*** 12.40 0.1376*** 7.37 0.1732*** 10.57

BOD 0.0087 0.75 0.0039 0.34 0.0045 0.4

BOS 0.0118 1.46 0.0102 1.27 0.0078 0.98

EC −0.0137 −1.04 0.0129 0.98 −0.0004 −0.03

cons −0.3605*** −7.77 −0.5180*** −10.62 −0.4263*** −9.23

Hansen J 0.7268 0.7329 0.8545

Sargan 0.4158 0.4420 0.5615

Data source: STATA15.1 regression result.

Note: *, **, *** represent the significance level of 10%, 5% and 1%, respectively. The result of Hansen J and Sargan shall be the p-value of corresponding tests.
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variables are consistent with those listed in Table 9. The

environment index and R&D intensity all have a positive

influence on firm profit at the 1% significance level. The

product term of environment index and R&D intensity has a

positive influence on enterprise profit rate at the 1% significance

level. In addition, the environment index can improve the

positive influence of R&D intensity on enterprise profit rate.

Therefore, the results show that the empirical results obtained in

this research are robust.

5 Conclusion, policy insights and
future research

5.1 Conclusion

In this paper, we conduct empirical research on the relationships

among environmental regulations, R&D intensity, and enterprise

profit rate. Our results show that environmental regulation itself has a

positive impact on enterprise profit ratio at a significance level of 1%.

R&D intensity also has a positive impact on enterprise profit rate at a

significance level of 1%. Moreover, the product term of

environmental regulation and R&D intensity has a positive impact

on the enterprise profit rate at a significance level of 1%.We can argue

that to a certain extent, stricter environmental regulation will

encourage firms to carry out technological innovation, increase

R&D intensity, improve the firm’s production efficiency and

product quality, and further reduce the cost, which eventually

improves the enterprise profit rate. Hence, our research results

show that environmental regulations, on the one hand, can

incentivize firms in the heavy pollution industry to pursue

environmental protection, which can reduce the cost and penalty

due to environmental pollution. In this way, environmental

regulations can improve enterprise profit rate. On the other hand,

environmental regulations can also directly result in more innovation

and productivity improvement which is beneficial to profitability.

Based on the empirical results, we can conclude that stricter

environmental regulations will encourage a company in heavily

polluting industries to carry out technological innovation,

increase R&D intensity, and improve production efficiency

and product quality to a certain extent. This can reduce its

costs and improve its profit margin. In practice, the government’s

environmental regulatory tools may not be sufficiently targeted.

Hence, pollution taxes, tradable pollution permits, and

environmental subsidies should be set according to the type of

industry. The regulation of heavy polluting and high-emission

enterprises should be strengthened. The government can also

strengthen key monitoring and surprise inspections and increase

pollution charges for enterprises that violate environmental

protection policies. At the same time, the government can

incorporate environmental indicators into the performance

assessment of local governments, increase the proportion of

energy consumption and environmental pollution, strictly

implement environmental regulation policies, and dynamically

monitor the implementation of enterprises.

In this paper, the “Porter Hypothesis” has been further

verified based on the listed companies in China’s heavily

polluting industries. As stated earlier, companies in heavily

polluting industries should adopt more targeted

environmental regulation tools, and so on. To this end, they

should carry out technological innovation, increase R&D

intensity, and improve production efficiency and product quality.

Furthermore, our study shows that environmental

regulations and R&D intensity at different quantiles have

different degrees of influence on enterprise profit rate. Only

when the enterprise profit rate exceeds a certain threshold can

environmental regulations and R&D intensity play significant

roles in improving profit. Meanwhile, the mediating effect model

shows that R&D is a mediating variable between environmental

regulations and enterprise profit rate. This implies that

environmental regulations affect firm profitability indirectly

through R&D intensity. To avoid a potential endogenous

relationship, we also employ the GMM and obtain similar

results. Furthermore, we confirm the robustness of our results

by replacing the profit rate with the profit rate of cost.

5.2 Policy insights and suggestions

Stricter environmental regulations can encourage a firm to

carry out technological innovation, increase R&D intensity,

improve the firm’s production efficiency and product quality,

and eventually raise firm profit ratio. Therefore, the government

should devise regulations which are highly targeted and practical.

For example, pollution taxes, tradable pollution permits, and

environmental subsidies can be designed according to industry

characteristics. The regulations of firms in the heavy pollution

industries should be strengthened. Besides, pollution penalties

should be increased for heavy pollution enterprises which violate

environmental protection policies, especially the larger enterprises

with higher levels of enterprise profit ratio. Furthermore, the

government should pay more attention to environmental

protection, strictly implement environmental regulation policies,

and dynamically supervise the implementation of the policies by the

enterprises. At the same time, the government needs to increase

scientific research support, stimulate technological innovation

behavior, and provide financing channels and tax returns for

enterprises to carry out R&D activities. In particular, the heavily

polluting enterprises, which are weak but pay attention to R&D

input, should earn more funding, technology, and talent support.

Enterprises should also set up a long-run vision, increase R&D

intensity and investment in environmental protection, enhance

independent innovation capability, and achieve the unity of

economic, ecological, and social benefits. To conclude, we know

that a green and low-carbon economy is the trend of sustainable

development. Enterprises need to improve the technical level by
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increasing the investment on pollution control technology, to

improve the utilization efficiency of resources, reduce pollution

emissions and lower the burden on the environment. It is highly

regarded to produce high value-added and environment-friendly

products to meet the consumption upgrades.

In practice, the government’s environmental regulation tools

are not sufficiently targeted, and the specific policies for heavily

polluting industries are not sufficiently comprehensive. For

companies in heavily polluting industries, the government

should adopt more targeted environmental regulation tools,

set stricter environmental standards, strengthen key

monitoring and surprise inspections, and increase pollution

charges for enterprises that violate environmental protection

policies. However, after the pollution penalty reaches a certain

amount, there will be a phenomenon where the pollution penalty

is higher than the “revenue” of pollution discharge, which will

incentivize firms to carry out technological innovation,

strengthen research and development, and improve their

production efficiency and product quality. This will reduce

corporate costs and improve profit margins.

5.3 Deficiencies and prospects

Although this study provides valuable insights, to some

extent, it omits the following issues. First, each region of the

country has a different resource endowment, its environmental

regulation is different, and its degree of social and economic

development is not the same. Hence, heterogeneity analysis in

this research is quite limited. Second, there are many types of

environmental regulations, and the impact of each on enterprises

will also be different. Third, environmental regulations and R&D

intensity in various regions will affect the choice of enterprises to

invest in setting up factories in the local region or otherwise,

resulting in the spatial spillover effect.

5.4 Possible future research directions

In view of the above deficiencies, the following research

directions can be pursued in the future. First, we can examine

the heterogeneity between eastern, central, and western

regions, coastal and non-coastal regions. By considering

regional differences in future research, heavily polluting

industries in different regions can be provided with more

targeted policy recommendations. Second, future research can

examine each individual type of regulation, expand research

indicators, and analyze the impacts of different types of

environmental regulations on corporate profit margins.

Third, we can employ the spatial panel model to consider

the spatial spillover effects of environmental regulation and

R&D intensity, as well as the impacts on corporate profit

margins.
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